2020 SUPPORTERS

$5,000+

Renee and Carl Behnke
Jeff Bjornstad and Christy Gullion
Delaney Dechant and Justin Deschant
George Freeman
Katharyn Gerlich
Dennis Isham
Daryl Savage
Robert Wilkus and John Shadoff

$1,000 - $4,999

Janice Acuff
Jim Annand
Kylie Auld
Jacqueline Barnett
Michael Barras
Bela and Cynthia Biro
Mary Anne Bockman
Chris Boucher and Joan Raymond
Jamie Boyles
Justin Brantley and Jeffrey Schoner
JKU Foundation c/o Deborah Kusaka
Preet Chawla
Anand Cheeti
Judith Cochran
Robert Colleran
David Cook
Carol and John Cordy
Keith Cunningham
Janis Daubenspeck
John Delaney
Matthew Dilligan
Elizabeth Duke
Jocelyn and Avery Elderkin-Snyder
Joseph Engman
Bruce & April Ericson
Keith Falls
Tom Favillo
Karen Fickenwirth
Linda and Terry Finn
Eduardo Fischer-Torres
Eve Fordyce
Robert Frankland and Kathryn Scott
George Freeman
Paul Gates
Barbara Goldman
Katie Haselton and Ben Andrews
Kenneth Hindman
William Hulsemann
Brooke Judge
Carol Junglov
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Sara and Wilbur Kelly
Janice Kent Reese
Rick King and Juan Melecio
Hanna King
B Lee and Brian Levitt
Lyn and Douglas Lee
Rik and Jennifer Lewis
Mark Little
Keith Livingston
Melissa MacDonnell
Gale Massey
Mark McGhee
Kevin Moser
Andy Murphy and Victor Infante
Shawn J Murphy
Michael and Erane Myint
Alex Nachman
Michael and Elizabeth Navarro
Claire Neal
Chris Nguyen
Barbara Nickerson
Grace Nordhoff and Jonathan Beard
Timothy O'Connor
Eric Olson
Jennifer Olson
Thomas Ortenzi
Robert Osterhaus
Helen Owens
Gary Parker
Joan Raymond
Laxminarsimha and Kathryn Reddy
Doug and Missy Reston
Shannon and Theodore Romer
Amy Rosenleaf
Rhonda Salvesen
Alice and Walter Saubert
William Schmidt
Jeffrey Sebak
Tracey Shirk
Carolee Shubert
Kara Skinner
David and Carol Soine
Shawn Splane
Tracy and Kevin Suminguit
Ronald Taylor
Jill Trekell
Reno Tripiano and Brian Cook
Frank Tysver
Anthony and Chuck Viggiano
Kira S Walmsley
Pamela Whatmore
Christine and Bryan White
Cynthia and Brian Whiteside
Mary Williamson
Alysson Wilson
Tracy Wort
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Adria Aguado
Melissa Anderson
Charlann Bachmeier
Savitre Balkissoon
Katherine Barnes
Dianne Bennett and Steve Mrowiec
Regina Benzonelli
Peter Bergler
Philip Bernstein
Andrew Biles
Shelley Bjornstad
Julie Bloom
Mark and Terry & Stacie Brashem
Kristine Breton
Rebecca Brown
William Bruns
Elizabeth Burrows
Margo Bykonen
Patti Chrzan
Richard and Teresa Colella
Mark Cook
Donald Correll
Kristin Costello
Kenneth Cote
Matthew Crane
William Cromer
Enid Crook
John Dagres
Chris and Becca Dale
Daisy dePaulis

Janice Dilworth and Gregory Denton
Patricia Dinger
Michelle and Shelley Douma
Sandra Ellingson
Sharon and Steven Ellis
Susan Engman
Kristin Falkner
Glenda Fennema
Jesy Fortino
Craig Friedson
Eric Gauthier and William Albert
Gerald Gillmore
Jeremy Glover
Mary and Richard Gould
Daniel Groves
George Guttman
Christopher Haigy
Kerry Hancuch
Jake Harding
Therese Harrington
Marcus Hart
Lori and Rob Healy
Vincent Healy
Jessica Herzer
Petra Hilleberg
Sangeeta Hingorani
Jerry Holloron
Thomas Hurley
Eric Ishino
Andrea Janousek
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Valerie Jesionowski
Carl Johansen and Judith Chapman
David and Julie Johnson
David Kaplan
Patricia Kirsch
Mia Klarich
Heather Klein
Robert Koerner
Stephen Kutz and Courtney Womack
Carolyn Ladd
Bruno Lambert
Robin Larmer
Mark Levine and John Keppeler
Deidre and Douglas Luft
Edward Malick
Brian Marchand
Christina Marra and Paul Silver
Brad Marshall
joshua martinez
Stephen Martinez
Marianna Matteson and Donald Mattson
Deborah McGowan
Theon McMahan
Robert McMurray
Catherine McNutt
Brad Mersereau
Donald and Pamela Mitchell
Margaret Monroe

A ravind Moorthy
Ben Mouch
Kitty Myint
Randall Newell
Marilyn Nowogroski
Amanda Olive
Joe Parsons
Larry and Lucille Pasco
Kenneth Powers
Megan Pursell
Lee Pyne-Mercier
Rao and Satya Remala
Katie Renschler
Douglas Rix and Linda Brooks Rix
David Roberts and Alfred Amosa
Beth Rosenzweig and Shaun Evans
James Rudolph
Amy Sagerson
Sandra Schramm
Judy Schwab
Erik Schweighofer
Linda Scoccia
William Sheboy
Anna Sherwood
David Showalter
Megan Slabinski
Karen Sokol
Tyson Steele
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James Stickman  Marcia Streich
Nancy Stocker  Daniel Tamsky
Gillian Teichert  Charles Ward
Tuyetnghi Thai  Keoni Watanabe
Tuyet-Quan Thai  W. David and Wilma Weddington
Kent Thoelke  Khalilah Williams
Brett Toy  Debra Williams
John Trautman  Virginia Williams and Corrie Anderson
Ethan Treber  Shirley Wilson
Shanna Waite  Mary Yu and Aline Flower
Todd Walker  Emily Zarse
Lowell Walmsley  Deborah Zimmer